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Numerous urbanized embayments in California are at risk of flooding during extreme high tides caused by a
combination of astronomical, meteorologic and climatic factors (e.g., El Niño), and the risk will increase as sea
levels rise and storminess intensifies. Across California, the potential exists for billions of dollars in losses by
2100 and predictive inundation models will be relied upon at the local level to plan adaptation strategies and
forecast localized flood impacts to support emergency management. However, the predictive skill of urban
inundation models for extreme tide events has not been critically examined particularly in relation to data
quality and flood mapping methodologies. With a case study of Newport Beach, California, we show that tidal
flooding can be resolved along streets and at individual parcels using a 2D hydraulic inundation model that
captures embayment amplification of the tide, overtopping of flood defenses, and overland flow along streets
and into parcels. Furthermore, hydraulic models outperform equilibrium floodmappingmethodologies which
ignore hydraulic connectivity and are strongly biased towards over-prediction of flood extent. However,
infrastructure geometry data including flood barriers, street and parcel elevations are crucial to accurate flood
prediction. A real time kinematic (RTK) survey instrument with an error of approximately 1 cm (RMSE) is
found to be suitable for barrier height measurement, but an error of approximately15 cm (RMSE) typical of
aerial laser scanning or LiDAR is found to be inadequate. Finally, we note that the harbor waterfront in
Newport Beach is lined by a patchwork of public and private parcels and flood barriers of varied designs and
integrity. Careful attention to hydraulic connectivity (e.g., low points and gaps in barriers) is needed for
successful flood prediction.
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1. Introduction

Absolute sea levels are projected to rise 1–1.4 m along the
California coast in the next century (Cayan et al., 2009). A statewide
impact assessment indicates a wide range of critical infrastructure
including 5600 km of roadways, 450 km of railways, 29 wastewater
treatment facilities and countless buildings and contents valued at
over $100 billion dollars are at risk (Heberger et al., 2009), and there
have been calls for statewide adaptation planning and action at the
local level. A California Assembly Bill, introduced in the 2009–2010
legislative session, would require local entities to develop “sea level
action plans” that estimate the financial costs of sea level rise and
develop plans to prevent or mitigate damage to development,
infrastructure and habitats. Local, regional and global planning efforts
of a similar nature are underway in many parts of the world,
particularly in the UK (Defra, 2005; Hall et al., 2005, 2006). A recent
investigation of coastal flooding and erosion scenarios demonstrates
natural coastal erosion yields significant flood risk benefits and urges
managed retreat as a necessary adaptation strategy (Dawson et al.,
2009). Another study urges a dynamic approach to flood risk
management and suggests managed retreat as a tool to facilitate
estuary migration (Pethick, 2001). Broad actions to reduce future
flood impacts are also encouraged: the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions, avoidance of anthropogenic subsidence enhancement,
upgrading flood defense infrastructure and control of coastal
floodplain development (Nicholls, 2002). Globally, fourmajor impacts
have been identified from sea level rise analyses: wetland and
lowland inundation and displacement, shoreline erosion, enhanced
storm flooding and increased salinity effecting estuaries and poten-
tially, fresh water aquifers (Nicholls, 2002, 2007).

This study is focused on coastal flooding, and the manifestation of
“sea level rise” as an increase in the frequency and severity of extreme
events. From a California flooding perspective, the greatest threat is
posed by the coincidence of high tides and winter storms that cause a
surge in ocean height and excite wave activity. A strong winter storm
can yield a surge of 0.2–0.3 m over a period of hours (Flick, 1998), in
contrast to the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts where storm surges on the
order of meters are possible and have been the focus of coastal
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flooding studies (e.g. Bunya et al., 2010; Sheng et al., 2010). The El
Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is also important. During its warm
phase, the jet stream intensifies, splits and redirects cyclonic systems
across California and this can lead to 0.1–0.3 m higher water ocean
levels over a period of days or weeks (Flick, 1986; Storlazzi & Griggs,
2000). Tides in California are a mixture of diurnal and semi-diurnal
constituents and exhibit a fortnightly spring–neap cycle in the diurnal
range with a spring range of 2–3 m (Flick, 1998; Zetler & Flick, 1985).
Consequently, the risk of flooding is heightened under spring tide and
El Niño conditions. Indeed, extensive flooding and damage has
occurred during past El Niño winters with coincident spring tides
and storms, while only minor flooding has resulted from spring tides
in the absence of storm activity or from strong storms coincident with
neap tides (Flick, 1998).

The preceding history highlights the sensitivity of California flood
impacts to relatively small (10–30 cm) increases in ocean heights
beyond astronomical high tide predictions, as well as the importance of
wave-driven flooding. This also focuses attention on factors that, in a
warmer climate, could further raise high water levels: higher mean sea
levels, larger tidal amplitudes, and increased storminess characterized
bygreaterwinds andwaves and lower atmospheric pressure (Bromirski
et al., 2003; Flick et al., 2003; Graham & Diaz, 2001).

In California, development and infrastructure at risk of coastal
flooding is concentrated around urbanized embayments that are
sheltered to some extent from ocean swell and large wind waves that
impact the open coast (Heberger et al., 2009). San Francisco Bay serves
as one example in the northern part of the state, while Marina del Rey,
the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, Huntington Harbor, Newport
Harbor, and San Diego Bay provide examples further south. In sheltered
embayments, portions of the bay front are guarded by sea walls and
levees and a central issue for development and infrastructure impact
assessment is the potential for overtopping and subsequent inundation.
Overtopping flows may result in damaging high velocity currents and
can be expected toflood low lying terrainfirst and progressively deepen
as overtopping continues. The overtopping flow rate per unit width is
scaled by the height difference between the ocean and the barrier,
similar to a hydraulic weir. Hence, the flow rate can be expected to rise
and fall with the rise and fall of the ocean tide and surge. A key issue
becomes the total volume of water that overtops defenses, which
corresponds to the integral of the overtopping flow rate per unit width
over the length of sea walls and the duration of a flood event.

Concurrently, in the context of flood risk management, there has
been a trend towards high-resolution social and economic impact
assessment (parcel and street scale) that relies on high-resolution flood
intensity data (flooddepths andvelocity) (Ernts et al., 2010).Aerial laser
altimetry or LiDAR is capable of measuring ground elevation with a
spatial resolution (∼1 m postings) and vertical accuracy (∼10–15 cm)
that is adequate for many floodmapping applications (Colby & Dobson,
2010; Gesch, 2009; Gallegos et al., 2009; Sanders, 2007; Webster et al.,
2004), and theNational ResearchCouncil (NRC)has called for aNational
LiDAR terrain modeling effort for flood mapping purposes (National
Research Council, 2009) However, multiple studies have noted that low
relief areas are especially sensitive to terrain representation (Bates et al.,
1997; Colby & Dobson, 2010). A Canadian study conducted at
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island utilized LiDAR to map flood risk
and results indicated that LiDAR can provide high resolution data for
digital elevationmodels andflood riskhazardmapping, however abrupt
elevation changes such aswharves, sea walls and cliffs are inadequately
resolved for inundation modeling (Webster et al., 2004). Néelz et al.
(2006) investigated remotely sensed data for flood modeling applica-
tions and found significant LiDAR limitations for resolving walls, banks
and other hydraulically significant features and emphasizes the need to
conduct a high accuracy RTK survey of hydraulically important features.
A study on Canvey Island (UK) highlights the complexity and
uncertainty inherent to urban flood modeling and urges uncertainties
such as flood defense breaching, failure and localized flow sources and
sinks to be explicitly incorporated into model predictions (Brown et al.,
2007). Cartesian or raster grid modeling of coastal flooding resulting
from sea level rise emphasizes the importance of coastal topographic
complexity and advocates enforcement of fine scale features such as
ditches and dikeswithin themodel (Poulter & Halpin, 2008). In a recent
analysis of LiDAR elevation data for delineation of land vulnerable to sea
level rise, Gesch (2009) suggests that future assessments will prove
more useful and reliable if detailed and infrastructure information
included. Additionally, Heberger et al. (2009) calls for the survey,
assessment and cataloging of existing flood defenses along with more
rigorous local modeling to guide coastal adaptation. Collectively, these
studies illuminate the need to incorporate flood defense barriers and
associated uncertainties to develop robust local inundationmodels, and
not simply rely on LiDAR data alone. However, the level of accuracy
required for the heights of barriers subject to overtopping is not clear,
nor is the benefit of hydraulic flood routing methodologies over
“bathtub” type models (e.g. Heberger et al., 2009; Knowles, 2009) that
determine flood zones by a simple comparison of ocean and land
heights.

The objective of this paper is to describe a framework for regional,
high resolution mapping of tidal flooding impacts in urbanized
embayments and to present a case study of Newport Beach, California
that reveals the predictive skill of high-resolution inundation models
including a characterization of prediction uncertainties related to data
quality and modeling methodologies. This information is essential for
meaningful sea level rise impact assessment and effective adaptation
planning and emergency management. While wave-driven flooding is
also important in California, particularly along the open coast, it is less
important in sheltered embayments and is not addressed here in order
to focus on tidal flooding.

2. Methods

2.1. Site description

Newport Beach is an economically important, densely populated
California coastal community located approximately 70 kmsoutheast of
LosAngeles shown in Fig. 1. TheCity ofNewport Beachencompassesone
of the largest estuarine embayments in California, Newport Harbor, and
is geographically divided into three zones; high relief elevations on the
eastern portion of the city, elevated marine terraces on the northwest-
ern portion of the city and urban coastal lowlands which include Balboa
Peninsula and Balboa Island, the foci of the investigation. The Peninsula
shelters Newport Harbor from swell and large wind waves from the
Pacific Ocean, so the outer Peninsula shoreline is exposed to wave-
driven floodingwhile the inner harbor is exposed to tidalflooding. Sand
dunes correspond to the highest topography along the Peninsula and
therefore constitute its flood defense, while the inner harbor is
protected primarily by concrete flood walls. Balboa Island is one of the
most densely populated communities in the United States and is fully
encircled by a concrete flood wall. Both Balboa Island and Peninsula
have experienced several episodes of flooding in the past century
including Hurricane Liza generated swell in September 1968 which
impacted the outer Peninsula and El Niño Southern Oscillation storm
events in 1972–1973, 1982–1983, 1987–1988 and 1997–1998. More
recently, on January 10, 2005 the combination of an extreme high tide
and a cyclonic low pressure storm system caused tidal flooding of both
Balboa Peninsula and Balboa Island. As described in Section 2.3, the
January 10 event was thoroughly documented by the City of Newport
Beach personnel and therefore serves as a validation dataset for this
study.

2.2. Topographic and bathymetric data

The City of Newport Beach provided LiDAR data and orthoimagery
from a 2006 city commissioned survey. Original orthoimagery was



Fig. 1. Newport Beach, California site.
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provided at 7.62 cm horizontal resolution but decreased to 30 cm to
facilitate datamanagement. The LiDAR survey covered 146 km2 divided
into 262 tiles and over 53.5 million surface samples (point cloud data).
All coordinates were referenced to the NAD 1983 California State Plane
Zone VI (feet) coordinate system and the NAVD 1988 (NAVD feet)
vertical datum. All modeling was performed in US units and output
converted to SI units. Of the 262 tiles, only 112 represented the coastal
area of interest, the balance of the tiles was discarded. The final LiDAR
dataset contained approximately 10 million irregularly spaced points
with a vertical accuracy of 0.182 m (RMSE) yielding a linear accuracy of
0.357 m (Maune et al., 2007). Upper and Lower Bay bathymetry in
NAVDwas obtained from twoU.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles
District commissioned surveys in 2003 and 2005 and represent 1 m and
3 m resolutions, respectively. Three arc-second resolution offshore
bathymetry from the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) was
retrieved from the Southern California Coastal Ocean Observing System
(SCCOOS) website. Offshore bathymetry resolution was approximately
100 m and height was specified relative to mean lower low water
(MLLW) which differs from NAVD by 5.49 cm at Newport Beach. Given
that offshore bathymetry data corresponds to depths greater than 10 m,
the relative datumerror (Δz/h, normalized by depth) is less than 1% and
inconsequential for flooding analyses. That is, testing revealed a 5.49 cm
offshore bathymetry difference negligibly affected maximum water
levels (ca. 0.05 cm) and consequently did not affect flood extent,
therefore noheight correctionsweremade. From the datasets, shown in
Fig. 2, over 12 million points that spanned the entirety of Newport Bay
topography and bathymetry were merged into a single pointfile with a
NAD83 and NAVD datums, and inverse distanceweighted interpolation
was used to create a 3 m digital terrain model (DTM) in a raster
(Cartesian grid) format.
LiDAR survey returns from the tops of flood barriers such as sea
walls were minimal; therefore accessible barriers were surveyed
using a Magellan ProMark 3 Real Time Kinematic (RTK) survey rover
unit (Magellan, Santa Clara, CA) and Orange County Real Time
Network base station (FVPK) corrections (Orange County Public
Works, 2009). The Magellan unit is capable of centimetric vertical
accuracy in fixedmode. A Magellan RTK trial application similar to the
Newport Beach study using a 10 km baseline achieved a vertical root
mean square error (RMSE) of 16 mm (Magellan, 2007). Pre-survey
testing at a local geodetic control point in fixedmode yielded an RMSE
of 9.87 mm whereas an in situ benchmark accuracy test revealed a
13.5 mm RMSE. The ProMark 3 was operated in fixed mode with site
baselines ranging from 4.59 km to 8.61 km.

2.3. Flood event description

During the January 10, 2005 flood event, the City of Newport Beach
employees were dispatched to manage and photodocument inunda-
tion which consisted of multiple flood zones on the Peninsula and
Balboa Island. This resulted in 85 digital photographs that, in
combination with eyewitness accounts from the City of Newport
Beach employees obtained through two interview sessions and email
communications, provided essential data for model validation and
uncertainty analysis. Eighteen digital photographs of Balboa Island
flooding and 67 of Peninsula flooding were manually examined for
location, perspective and wet/dry interfaces near identifiable features
to determine water surface elevation. Flood extent was thenmanually
mapped in ArcGIS (ESRI, Redlands, CA) by extrapolating the water
height to all hydraulically connected terrain at or below this elevation,
based on the raw LiDAR point cloud data and using the georeferenced
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Table 1
Total water height parameterizations. All heights in meters relative to NAVD.

Name Offshore
height (m)

Mid-bay
height (m)

H0

(m)
a
(m)

b
(m)

t1
(h)

t2
(h)

t3
(h)

t4
(h)

Tide 1 2.311 2.356 1.408 0.690 0.213 12 −3.8 8.2 2.3
Tide 2 2.356 2.411 1.433 0.704 0.219 12 −3.8 8.2 2.3
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orthoimagery as a guide. Eyewitness accounts were used in a similar
manner to delineate flood zones southwest of Newport Island and
south of Bay Island. In this case, site-specific reports of flood depths
served as the starting point for the manual extrapolation procedure.
Flood extent data was saved as a GIS polygon layer.

The January 10, 2005 flood event generated an observed tide
height of 2.356 m (NAVD) at Los Angeles (NOAA Buoy 9410660), the
nearest monitoring station located 38 km northwest of the study site.
The observed tide was 0.218 m above the NOAA predicted tide,
highlighting the sensitivity of flood impacts to small increases in the
ocean height. The total ocean height in Newport Bay was not
measured but may inferred through the City of Newport Beach
photodocumentation which depicts water minimally overtopping a
sea wall section at the Northwest corner of Balboa Island. RTK survey
data indicates a wall height here of 2.357±0.057 m (NAVD), which
compares well with the Los Angeles observation, but the interior
harbor water level may have actually been higher than the observed
Los Angeles tide because: (a) overtopping of the wall was observed
and (b) tidal amplification across the length of the harbor has been
observed in preliminary modeling.

To approximate the time-dependent change in ocean height η(t) at
Newport Harbor over a 12 hour period on January 10, 2005, for use in
hydraulic modeling described later, oscillatory and solitary wave
equation solutions were summed as follows,

η tð Þ = H0 + a cos
2π t−t1ð Þ

t2
+ b sech2

t−t3
t4

� �
ð1Þ

where t represents time, H0 is the still water height, a is the oscillatory
wave amplitude, b is the solitary wave amplitude, t1 is the oscillatory
wave phase, t2 is the oscillatory wave period, t3 is the solitary wave
phase, and t4 is the solitary wave duration parameter. Two water
height parameterizations were used to account for uncertainty in the
ocean height, as shown in Table 1. The first (Tide 1) assumes that a
height of 2.356 m (NAVD) was attained inside the harbor at the mid-
bay point where overtopping was observed. The second (Tide 2)
assumes that a height of 2.356 m (NAVD) was enforced at the offshore
boundary and therefore corresponds to a higher mid-bay water
elevation. Tide 1 parameters were obtained by an iterative forward
modeling technique using the hydraulic model described in Section 2.6,
i.e., a and b were changed until the inner harbor tide achieved the
desired height. The mid-bay height reported in Table 1 for Tide 2 was
computed from a single forward application of the model. Both tides
were monitored at the inlet of the bay and were identical to the
boundary condition tide heights. These results show that tides are
amplified within the bay by approximately 5 cm, or 6% of the total
displacement from the still water height specified offshore. The
amplification differs modestly across the lower bay. In the central
open water area of the bay the amplification is 4.9 cm, and at the far
western end of the bay, the amplification is 7.0 cm.
2.4. Modeling framework

An effective framework for modeling inundation of coastal
embayments has emerged from the literature (Bates et al., 2005;
Brown et al., 2007; Purvis et al., 2008; Dawson et al., 2009; Knowles,
2009). This involves simulation models that depict specific events, as
well as sampling strategies such as Monte Carlo methods that make
use of many event simulations to characterize inundation probabil-
ities and associated uncertainties. Here we are focused on the
accuracy and uncertainty of individual event simulations, in relation
to the data sources and modeling methodologies used. Event
simulation at the local scale (b100 km) has been approached by
establishing a local simulation domain wherein hydraulic models are
applied to simulate spatial and temporal changes in embayment
water heights in response to boundary forcing. For example, Knowles
(2009) established a San Francisco Bay model domain that was
externally forced seaward of the Golden Gate Bridge by a time series
which accounts for the total ocean height, a combination of tidal and
non-tidal (e.g. storm surge and atmospheric pressure changes)
factors, as well as inland streamflow. Similarly, Purvis et al. (2008)
present a domain along the southern shoreline of the Bristol Channel
of Great Britain that is externally forced by a spatially variable ocean
height to account for longitudinal changes in the channel tide.
Collectively, studies such as these have shown that a nesting approach
can be usedwhereby large scalemodels or observational data are used
for boundary forcing of a local simulation model, which is then relied
upon to account for local details such as tidal amplification and/or
dissipation within the embayment, flooding and drainage with the
rise and fall of the local embayment water surface, and the effect of
control structures such as levees, sea walls, storm sewers, temporary
sand berms, and sand bags.

Within this general modeling framework, inundationmapping has
been handled in two distinct ways. One approach has been to
constrain the hydraulic model domain to regularly submerged terrain,
and to extrapolate flood extent by comparing terrain heights to the
nearest available embayment height (e.g. Knowles, 2009). Those areas
that fall below the embayment height are assumed to flood, so the
assumption is that hydraulic flow paths exist and the flood is
sustained sufficiently long to fill the impacted region up to the height
of the embayment. We term this an equilibrium flood mapping

image of Fig.�2
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method. Variants of this approach can be devised to account for
protection by levees and sea walls, but the assumption is that
inundation occurs instantaneously upon exceeding the overtopping
threshold. The alternative method is to extend the hydraulic model
domain to all areas subject to episodic inundation and to make flood
mapping an integral part of the hydraulic model analyses (e.g. Purvis
et al., 2008). Failures of protective barriers such as levees can be
integrated into both methods (e.g. Brown et al., 2007), but only the
latter approach accounts for storage and resistance effects and
provides detailed information about the velocity and depth distribu-
tion which is necessary for impact assessment (e.g. Ernts et al., 2010).

Two-dimensional Godunov-type finite volume models based on
shallow-water wave theory are relatively new to flood inundation
modeling but have been shown to support an accurate and stable
prediction of inundation dynamics (flooding and drainage) in
complex urban landscapes (e.g. Gallegos et al., 2009). These models
have overcome long standing stability and conservation problems
posed by amovingwet/dry interfacewhich constitutes a singularity in
the governing equations (e.g. Begnudelli & Sanders, 2006), and allow
for a wide range of flow regimes to be resolved including supercritical
breach flows without case-specific parameter tuning. Godunov-type
shallow-water models therefore constitute an attractive basis for
integrated embayment flood event modeling as described above, i.e.,
seamlessly resolving embayment long wave dynamics, overtopping,
breach flows, and overland flow into low lying terrain. To maintain
computational efficiency, representation of terrain topography within
the flood model requires simplification, particularly in areas unaf-
fected by flooding or where the flood threshold elevation to water
level comparison is inconsequential (e.g. high elevation or offshore
areas). These topological simplifications, known as “coarsening” in the
geomatics field, must be performed carefully to retain correct
hydraulic connectivity for flood propagation accuracy. Fewtrell et al.
(2008) examined the effects of digital terrain coarsening and suggests
that model resolution should correspond to hydraulic flow path
length scale. Purvis et al. (2008) coarsened a high-resolution raster
DTM to support application of a Cartesian grid model, and raster cells
containing flood barriers were assigned the height of the barrier.
Alternatively, in an unstructured grid model, Schubert et al. (2008)
used polylines and polygons delineating flood barriers to constrain
the computational mesh for correct hydraulic connectivity.

Several types of data are critical to the success of this modeling
framework. Elevation data for all features that constrain or affect the
flow of water (bare earth heights, sea wall heights, etc.) are essential
(e.g. Gallegos et al., 2009; Webster et al., 2004; Wilson & Atkinson,
2005), and land surface data can be important for characterizing
vegetative and non-vegetative flow resistance (e.g. Mason et al., 2007;
Schubert et al., 2008). Time series of the total ocean height at
boundaries is important as well for model forcing purposes, and in
some cases additional time-series data including stream flow entering
model boundaries, precipitation data, and wind data may be required.
As was mentioned in the introduction, the aim here is to critically
examine the uncertainty of flood maps based on uncertainty in
topographic data, barrier height data in particular, uncertainty in
boundary forcing data, and the use of dynamic versus equilibrium
flooding mapping methods.

2.5. Equilibrium flood mapping

Equilibrium flood mapping, or the “bathtub” approach, is based on
a comparison of the maximum total water height and ground
elevation; land lower than the maximum total water height is
assumed to flood. Hydraulic connectivity may or may not be
considered, and the latter option is straightforward to implement in
GIS which has made it popular for large scale sea level rise impact
assessment (e.g. Poulter & Halpin, 2008). Equilibrium flood mapping
methods therefore rely exclusively upon DTM quality and resolution
and do not consider hydraulic factors such as connectivity, storage
and resistance. Consequently, flooding thresholds such as wharves,
embankments and flood defense walls do not constrain the flood
extent even if they are incorporated into the DTM.

2.6. Hydraulic flood mapping

Godunov-type finite volume codes have previously been used for
coastal embayment modeling (Arega & Sanders, 2004; Cea et al., 2006;
Sanders, 2008) aswell as urbanflood inundationmodeling (Villaneueva
&Wright, 2006; Schubert et al., 2008; Sanders et al., 2008;Gallegos et al.,
2009) and therefore represent a good candidate for integratedhydraulic
modeling of coastal flooding events. Godunov-type schemes rely on an
approximate Riemann solver to compute mass and momentum fluxes
along the edges separating neighboring computational cells (Guinot,
2003; Toro, 2001). This approach accommodates highly variable terrain
found in urban environments such as abrupt elevation changes, flood
defenses and streets and, without any case specific parameter tuning
resolves highly transient transcritical flows that may result from
overtopping and/or failure of flood barriers. Here, the unstructured
grid model BreZo is used (Begnudelli et al., 2008; Sanders, 2008). An
unstructured grid enables computational resources to be focused on
lowlands subject to flooding and drainage. In particular, Gallegos et al.
(2009) recommend that streets be resolved by approximately three
computational cells for accuracy purposes. BreZo benefits from
numerous modeling studies aimed at the robust handling of wetting
and drying over irregular topography (Begnudelli & Sanders, 2006;
Bradford& Sanders, 2002), studies tominimizenumerical dissipation so
physically meaningful resistance parameters can be used (Bradford &
Sanders, 2005; Begnudelli et al., 2008), and efforts to improve
computational efficiency (Begnudelli et al., 2008; Sanders, 2008). For
example, BreZo uses a local time stepping (LTS) scheme that assigns
cells a time step of either Δt, 2Δt, 4Δt, the largest time step that satisfies
the local Courant, Friedrichs, Lewy (CFL) condition. This prevents small
cells in the domain from dictating a small time step in all cells, and can
reduce run times byover 50% compared to a commonly usedglobal time
stepping schemes (Sanders, 2008). Flux calculations and solution
updates are carefully sequenced to maintain time-wise accuracy and
to conserve mass and momentum.

The unstructured grid or mesh used by BreZo stores a combination
of vertex and cell-based data along with initial and boundary
conditions. Ground elevation (or barrier height) is assigned at
vertices, while resistance parameters are assigned to cells. The version
of BreZo used here is formally first order accurate. However, use of
vertex-based terrain data supports second order convergence rates in
natural topography flood simulation where terrain truncation error
limits accuracy (Begnudelli et al., 2008).

The computational mesh used by BreZo corresponds to a
constrained Delaunay triangulation of the simulation domain. The
domain is bounded by the DTM extent and therefore encompasses all
above and below-water terrain in the vicinity of Newport Bay, and
extends several kilometers offshore. The mesh was generated using
Triangle (Shewchuk, 1996) which allows maximum cell area,
minimum vertex angle, and edge position constraints. Constraints
were used in several ways to promote accuracy and computational
efficiency. A minimum angle constraint of 30° was used to avoid
stability problems that arise from highly acute angles, spatially
variable area constraints were used to focus computational resources
on the urbanized lowlands subject to flooding and to gradually
coarsen the grid with increasing ocean depth, and edge constraints
were used so mesh vertices (and edges) are aligned with land surface
features subject to overtopping, sea walls and embankments in
particular, for accurate depiction of overtopping heights. That is, by
aligning mesh vertices with local maxima in the topography, vertex
heights are accurately interpolated from the DTM. Edge location data
was obtained by developing a polyline of all flood barriers (sea walls



Table 3
Modeling scenarios.

Model
scenario

Mesh
number

Tide
parameters

Embayment
amplification

Flood
mapping

1 1 2 No Equilibrium
2 1 2 Yes Equilibrium
3 1 1 Yes Hydraulic
4 1 2 Yes Hydraulic
5 2 1 Yes Hydraulic
6 2 2 Yes Hydraulic
7 3 1 Yes Hydraulic
8 3 2 Yes Hydraulic
9 4 1 Yes Hydraulic
10 4 2 Yes Hydraulic
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and embankments) from RTK survey data and orthoimagery of the
site. Unique node and edge identifiers were associated with mesh
vertices aligned with flood barriers so that vertex heights could easily
and accurately be estimated from RTK survey data, as an alternative to
the DTM. In several places, fine-scale curvature in flood barriers forced
localized mesh refinements far beyond the desired resolution similar
to the meshing challenges reported by Tsubaki and Fujita (2010), so a
manual smoothing procedure was used which effectively pushed the
flood wall offshore a short distance to eliminate unnecessary
refinement and improve computational efficiency. The previously
mentioned identifiers then facilitated the assignment of heights based
on nearby, but not perfectly aligned, flood barrier data.

The mesh resulting from this process consisted of approximately
500,000 cells. The finest mesh resolution (ca. 3.5 m) corresponds to
Balboa Peninsula and Balboa Island to adequately resolve street
depressions which channel spreading flood water (Gallegos et al.,
2009). An intermediate resolution was used for harbor channels and
open water areas of the bay (ca. 25 m), and the coarsest resolution
(ca. 300 m) was used offshore and at high elevations. Additional
intermediate resolutions were used for smooth transitions between
these zones.

Vertex elevations were assigned in four different ways to examine
uncertainties related to topographic data uncertainty, giving rise to
what we term Meshes 1–4, while the meshes share a common
horizontal distribution of vertices. Mesh 1 corresponds to vertex
heights interpolated directly from the DTM using inverse distance
weighted interpolation. Mesh 2 corresponds to Mesh 1 for all points
except those flagged as flood barriers, where heights were instead
linearly interpolated from RTK survey data. Hence, flood map
uncertainty associated with narrow flood barriers that are not
captured by the LiDAR data will be revealed by comparing results
from Meshes 1 and 2. Mesh 3 was introduced to examine the
uncertainty in flood maps associated with uncertainty in RTK
recorded heights (i.e., limited vertical accuracy). A random vertical
offset was added to each RTK survey point and then mesh vertex
heights were interpolated again as with Mesh 2. The random offset is
characterized by a mean of zero and a standard deviation calculated
for that point based on its 95% confidence level (reported by the RTK
unit). Mesh 4 was constructed identically to Mesh 3, except that the
random offset was based on the LiDAR RMSE which is roughly an
order of magnitude larger than the RTK height uncertainty. The
Newport Beach LiDAR survey yielded insufficient wall returns to
estimate sea wall elevations, but if the floodwalls had beenwider as is
typical of an earthen levee, then there would have been an adequate
number of returns. Hence, Mesh 4 provides insight into flood map
uncertainty resulting from the vertical accuracy typical of commercial
LiDAR data. Table 2 summarizes the attributes of each mesh.

2.7. Modeling scenarios

Amatrix of ten modeling scenarios were considered to examine all
of the previously discussed effects (e.g., uncertain ocean heights, wall
heights, and flood mapping), as shown in Table 3. Scenarios 1–4 use
Mesh 1 which consider only DTM derived elevations and explore the
effects of ocean height and flood mapping methodology. Scenarios 5
and 6 utilize Mesh 2, depicting the flood walls, and explore the effects
Table 2
Computational meshes developed for analysis of floodmapping accuracy and uncertainty.

Mesh DTM data RTK data Wall height resampling Resampling basis

1 Yes No No –

2 Yes Yes No –

3 Yes Yes Yes RTK error
4 Yes Yes Yes LiDAR error
of ocean height and topographic uncertainties. Scenarios 7 and
8 utilize Mesh 3 and, when compared to Scenarios 5 and 6 reveal
the importance of RTK measurement uncertainty. Lastly, Scenarios 9
and 10 utilize Mesh 4 and reveal the significance of limited vertical
accuracy typical of LiDAR, when relied upon for depicting the
threshold of overtopping.

Note that the tide referenced in Table 3 refers to the boundary
forcing of the hydraulicmodel, except for Scenario 1which ignores tidal
amplification. In this case, the equilibrium flood mapping method is
applied using themaximumheight of the tide (2.356 m). Also, note that
for Scenario 2, the hydraulic model was utilized to calculate tidal
amplification and the bay was divided into several subdomains
corresponding to the maximum calculated water level as shown in
Fig. 3, the equilibrium flood mapping method was then applied using
these tidally amplified water levels. Knowles (2009) used a similar
approach when mapping flood zones around San Francisco Bay.

2.8. Fit measures

Several fit measures were used to quantify accuracies and
uncertainties in flood extent predictions. An agreement fit measure,
FA, represents the intersection of predicted and observed flood extents
divided by the union of the predicted and observed flood extent as
follows,

FA =
EP∩EO
EP∪EO

ð2Þ

where EO and EP represent the observed and predicted flood extent,
respectively. A fit measure of zero and unity corresponds to no
agreement and complete agreement, respectively. Secondly, an
underprediction fit measure FUP characterizes the fraction of flooded
area observed, but not predicted as follows,

FUP =
EO−EP∩EO

EP∪EO
ð3Þ

and in this case a fit measure of zero and unity corresponds to no
underprediction and complete underprediction, respectively. Lastly,
an overprediction fit measure FOP characterizes the fraction of flooded
area predicted but not observed as follows,

FOP =
EP−EP∩EO
EP∪EO

ð4Þ

and in this case a fit measure of zero and unity corresponds to no
overprediction and complete overprediction, respectively.

3. Results

Flood mapping of all scenarios was completed using a personal
computer with an Intel 2.4 GHz dual core processor. Hydraulic flood



Table 4
Simulation results.

Scenario Flood extent (km2) FA FOP FUP Comment

1 1.168 0.0880 0.9117 0.0003 Equilibrium
2 1.277 0.0808 0.9192 0 Flood maps

3 0.968 0.0967 0.9026 0.0007 Hydraulic maps
4 1.165 0.0883 0.9114 0.0003 w/o RTK

5 0.124 0.2256 0.4430 0.3314 Hydraulic maps
6 0.311 0.2148 0.6973 0.0879 w/ RTK

7 0.124 0.2189 0.4459 0.3352 Resampled
8 0.304 0.2164 0.6939 0.0897 w/ RTK error

9 0.566 0.1184 0.8275 0.0541 Resampled
10 0.760 0.1181 0.8663 0.0156 w/ LiDAR error
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modeling proceeded with a 12 h simulation period over which the
ocean tide was assumed to fall, rise and fall again according to Eq. 1. A
time step of 0.05 s was used, and approximately 15 h of wall-clock time
expired while BreZo executed each scenario. Maximum flood depths in
each computational cell were computed internally byBreZo, saved to an
output file at the end of the simulation, and then processed in ArcGIS to
createfloodmaps for error analysis. Table 4 provides a summary offlood
extent and fit measures from each of the scenarios considered.

3.1. Equilibrium flood mapping

Scenario 1 and 2 flood extent predictions, shown in Fig. 4a and b,
indicate that the equilibrium mapping methodology significantly
overestimates flood extent, both scenarios overpredicting FOP≈0.91.
Additionally, this overprediction is reflected in Scenario 1 by an
agreement fit measure FA=0.0880 and an underprediction fit measure
of FUP=0.0003. Considering that the equilibrium method considers
neither hydraulic connectivity or flow barriers, these results of
significant overprediction, minor or no underprediction and poor
correct prediction are expected. For example, Little Balboa Island is
defended by a minimally 2.529 m (NAVD) flood wall which is 17 cm
above the assumed bay level, while Balboa Island is defended by a
minimum2.341 m (NAVD)floodwall. Along Balboa Peninsula, Scenario
1 shows that the main traffic thoroughfares would incur substantial
inundation when in fact this area is defended by a combination of flood
walls and embankments.

Scenario 2, which employs the spatially variable tidally amplified
water height, shows an approximately 9% larger flood extent when
compared to the Scenario 1 and yields a fit measure of FA=0.0808 and
no underprediction, FUP=0.

3.2. Hydraulic flood mapping

3.2.1. Mesh 1: DTM-based topography
Scenarios 3 and 4 correspond to hydraulic flood mapping with

Mesh 1 and Tides 1 and 2, respectively and are shown in Fig. 5a and b.
Recall that in these scenarios, the hydraulic connectivity of the land
surface is considered but only to the extent that it is captured by the
LiDAR survey. Scenario 3 yields a flooded area of 0.968 km2 and a fit
agreement FA=0.0967. Like the equilibrium method presented
Fig. 3. Spatially variable maximu
earlier, this represents a significant overprediction of flood extent.
There are, however, significant differences between the hydraulic and
equilibrium floodmappings results. For example, Scenarios 3 and 4 do
not show flooding of the southeastern tip of the peninsula as do
Scenarios 1 and 2. This is attributed to the existence of broad flood
barriers that are adequately sampled by LiDAR and incorporated into
the DTM.

Scenario 4, which uses a slightly higher ocean height, yields a
larger flood extent and smaller FA compared to Scenario 3, as shown in
Table 4. Hence, a higher ocean height makes the agreement with the
observed flooding worse. Results from Scenarios 3 and 4 also reveal a
modest sensitivity of flood extent to ocean height. The difference
between Tide 1 and 2 heights is 2.3% when normalized by NAVD
elevation, and this corresponds to a 20% increase in flood extent.

3.2.2. Mesh 2: DTM- and RTK-based topography
Scenarios 5 and 6 correspond to hydraulic flood mapping with

Mesh 2 and Tides 1 and 2, respectively and are shown in Fig. 5c and d.
Recall that these simulations incorporate the RTK survey data which
maps out narrow flood barriers. The result is a significant improve-
ment in flood prediction accuracy compared to Scenarios 3 and 4. For
example, FA=0.2256 and 0.2148 for Scenarios 5 and 6, which is
approximately double the FA values from Scenarios 3 and 4. These
results highlight the importance of modeling narrow flood barriers.
For example, narrow barriers preclude flooding on Little Balboa Island,
m water level subdomains.
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isolate Big Balboa Island flooding to the western portion of the island,
and permit only localized flooding around Newport Island, the
intersection Balboa and Newport Boulevards, the area South of Bay
Island, and the wharf area known as the Fun Zone.

Table 4 also shows that Scenarios 5 and 6 underpredict flood
extent more than Scenarios 3 and 4. A region of under-prediction is
observed at 14th and Balboa Boulevard and several smaller regions of
underprediction appear near the Newport Island and west of the Fun
Zone. This implies that there are gaps in the flood defenses that have
not been accounted for in the model. These could include low points
in the sea wall that could not be accessed for the RTK survey, cracks in
seawalls, seepage under sea walls, and/or back-flooding through
drainage infrastructure.

With narrow flood walls included in the model, flood extent
becomes far more sensitive to flood height. For example, flood extent
is 150% larger for Tide 2 compared to Tide 1, which differ in height by
only 2.3%. This is explained by the close proximity of the ocean height
to thresholds of overtopping. Small increases in ocean height cause
water to spill over a barrier and thus rapidly expand the flood zone.

3.2.3. Meshes 3 and 4: re-sampled topography
Scenarios 7 and 8 correspond to hydraulic flood mapping with

Mesh 3, which utilizes re-sampled RTK-based topography based on
RTK uncertainty and are shown in Fig. 5e and f. These results differ
very little from Scenarios 5 and 6, respectively, as evidenced in
Table 4. For example, flood extent increases by at most 2% (comparing
Scenarios 6 and 8). This indicates that RTK accuracy is sufficient for
flood mapping purposes.

Scenarios 9 and 10, shown in Fig. 5g and h, correspond to hydraulic
flood mapping with Mesh 4, which utilizes re-sampled RTK-based
topographybasedon LiDARuncertainty. These results differ substantially
from Scenarios 5 and 6, respectively, and are generally less accurate. For
example, Scenarios 9 and 10 show significant overprediction on Balboa
IslandandLittleBalboa Island, butfloodingof the FunZone is significantly
reduced and Bay Island inundation is absent. Extensive flooding on
Balboa Boulevard between 26th and 8th is now shown, a large area of
overprediction arises west of 8th street beach and widespread
inundation is evident southwest of Newport Channel. Overall, the
predominant effect of less accurate wall height (more uncertainty) is a
significant increase in predicted flood extents corresponding to greater
over-prediction. These results indicate that aerial LiDAR survey data are
inadequate for capturing the thresholdof overtopping fromextremehigh
tides that may rise only centimeters above sea walls.

4. Discussion

Similar to many regions of the world, sea levels in California are
projected to rise between 1 and 1.4 m in the next century (Cayan et al.,
Fig. 4. Equilibrium flood mapping results
2009) and over this time, adaptation of coastal developments,
infrastructure, and natural resources such as wetlands is needed to
avoid an increase in the frequency and severity of damaging flood
events. Local flood impact assessments promise to identify the areas
vulnerable to flooding, to measure and compare the benefits of
proposed adaptation strategies such as higher sea walls, zoning
changes, building policy changes, enhanced drainage infrastructure,
beach nourishment programs, and even barriers similar to the Thames
Barrier in London, England and the MOSE system near Venice, Italy.
Local flood models may also prove valuable for emergency manage-
ment, guiding evacuation efforts when necessary, supporting opera-
tional flood control efforts such as seasonal sand bagging, and
supporting regional transportation systems with input about the
viability of road and railways. The results of this study, however,
suggest that flood extent prediction at or near the threshold of
overtopping is extremely challenging and therefore subject to a high
degree of uncertainty.

Four issues have been identified for effective studies: models must
account for the full inventory of flood defenses, resolution and vertical
accuracy must be focused in areas where elevation error and flood
depth are similar orders of magnitude (e.g. uncertainty in overtopping
thresholds must be considered, whereas offshore bathymetry effects
are small), the uncertainty in the total ocean height must be
considered, and detailed site specific information about hydraulic
connectivity is important. The last of these points is magnified by the
length of shoreline in coastal embayments, one of the principle
lessons learned from Katrina where the extensive canal network
created more opportunity for levee failure (U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE), 2006).

Further improvement in flood map accuracy, beyond the level
achieved here, will require careful scrutiny of privately owned
property that may (or not) act to control flooding. Low points, cracks
and gaps in sea walls are not uncommon and allow flooding that
would not be predicted using the modeling methodology introduced
here. For example, underprediction near 40th Street can be attributed
to a low sea wall on a private property, based on photodocumentation
collected by the City of Newport Beach which shows approximately
0.3 m of water over the back patio area and flowing onto the street. As
another example, underprediction of flood extent near the intersec-
tion of 35th and Balboa Boulevard can be attributed to underground
storm drainage communication. Through a calibration process,
observations such as these could be used to further improve the
accuracy of the model.

A validated regional hydraulic inundationmodel that is responsive
to oceanographic, meteorologic and terrestrial forcing is the appro-
priate starting point when planning for the impacts of climate change,
such as higher sea levels, higher tides and increased storminess.
However, observations of flood extent and embayment levels across
for Scenario 1 (a) and Scenario 2 (b).

image of Fig.�4


Fig. 5. Hydraulic flood mapping results for Scenario 3 (a), Scenario 4 (b), Scenario 5 (c), Scenario 6 (d), Scenario 7 (e), Scenario 8 (f), Scenario 9 (g) and Scenario 10 (h).
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California are presently scarcewhich stands to hamper calibration and
validation efforts. Available validation sets are limited to photographic
reconstruction and are subject to manually referenced errors in water
level which can cause a significant change in observed water level, for
instance a water level elevation error of order 2–3 cm may vary in
observed flood area 3–25% depending on location and hydraulic
connectivity. These issues emphasize the need for a coordinated
monitoring program, which should include embayment tide levels
and surveyed observations of flood zones (e.g., extents and depths).
Experience from this study suggests that monitoring can be handled
at the local level, but there is a need for guidance and technical
assistance. Wave forcing is another critical driver of flooding that also

image of Fig.�5
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deserves consideration, and future studies should focus on incorpo-
rating wave effects on flooding and erosion similar to work that has
been done to predict hurricane impacts (Lynett et al., 2010; Sheng
et al., 2010; Storesund et al., 2010).

5. Conclusions

Inundation of urbanized embayments by extreme high tides is
challenging to predict for a number of reasons starting with the
patchwork of public and private infrastructure that is relied upon for
flood defense. This varies considerably in construction quality and
condition and must be carefully inspected to characterize avenues for
leakage, e.g., gaps between neighboring properties, cracks in structures,
overtopping and seepage. Nevertheless, this study shows that accurate
prediction of localized flood depths from a specific tide event is possible
with a high-resolution hydraulic model if flood defenses and hydraulic
pathways are comprehensively surveyed and integrated into the flood
model. Furthermore, flood extent predictions are found to be very
sensitive to bay water levels and barrier heights. Overprediction of bay
levels or underprediction of barrier heights by only a few centimeters
can cause a significant overprediction of flooding. Conversely, under-
prediction of bay levels and overprediction of barrier heights can cause a
significant underprediction offlood extent. Therefore, to accuratelymap
flood inundation caused by ca. 1–2 m amplitude tides typical of
California, barrier heights should be surveyed with a vertical RMSE
less than ∼1 cm for use in flood mappingmodels. This level of accuracy
can be achieved with precision surveying instrumentation such as the
RTK technologyusedhere, but LiDAR surveydatawitha verticalRMSEof
∼15 cm is inadequate. Finally, the efficacy of temporary flood control
activities such as seasonal sand berm construction and cautionary sand
bagging (e.g., before a predicted high tide) is validated by the high
sensitivity of flood extent to overtopping heights.

Hydraulic flood mapping is recommended over equilibrium map-
ping because the latter is strongly biased towards over-prediction.
However, equilibrium flood mapping tools may be suitable for
undefended terrain. Tidal amplification should also be considered
even in small embayments to account for centimetric changes in the bay
level that could trigger flooding.
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